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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

.

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.
If the data you entered are inconsistent internally or with the prefilled data, an error message appears upon checking. If errors (warnings) appear, check the data carefully and make corrections.
In the case of warnings (if you are sure that the data you entered are correct), click on “ Confirm warnings“ button and confirm the questionnaire.

Mandatory fields in the questionnaire are marked with a red asterisk.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. TURNOVER

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

1381 {ENT_D_10_35_1}<={ENT_C_010} Sales of industrial products and services cannot be smaller than total turnover Error
1382 {ENT_C_013}<={ENT_D_10_35_1} Sales of own produced industrial products and services to non-residents cannot be bigger than sales of

industrial products and services
Error

1383 {IND_021_1}<={ENT_C_013} Sales of own produced industrial products and services to non-residents in the euro area countries cannot
be bigger than sales of industrial products and services to non-residents

Error

25038 {ENT_C_010}>0 Turnover (row C_010) is empty. If everything is correct, please write a comment by clicking on the
exclamation mark at the end of the row in the "Overview of errors", then confirm and click “Validate
warnings”. You cannot confirm/submit the questionnaire without writing a comment.

Warning,
needs
clarificati
on

32585 {TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}<=59 Time exceeding 60 minutes shall be indicated in hours and minutes. Error
32586 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}+{TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}>0 The time spent on filling in the questionnaire must be recorded and the sum of hours and minutes must be

more than 0. The time spent means time spent by all employees to read questionnaire instructions, collect
and prepare data and fill in the questionnaire.

Error

32587 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}<=999 The maximum allowed value can be 999 hours. Error
32744 {ENT_D_10_35_1}+{ENT_C_013}+{IND_021_1}>0 The subdivisions of turnover in Table 1 are empty. If everything is correct, please write a comment by

clicking on the exclamation mark at the end of the row in the "Overview of errors", then confirm and click
“Validate  warnings”. You cannot confirm/submit the questionnaire without writing a comment.

Warning,
needs
clarificati
on

AUTOSUMS
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Autosums in table 3. PRODUCTS, the table is filled in for the listed products only(products from own or purchaser’s materials).

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
The quantity
produced in the
same month
last year
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